As the 3D content market is growing up rapidly, copyright issues on the 3D content naturally have come into play. Among the various 3D coding techniques, depth-imagebased rendering (DIBR) has been studied by numerous researchers due to its coding efficiency and 2D compatibility. However, conventional watermarking scheme for 2D content cannot be directly applied to the DIBR content because DIBR process is considered as a new type of attack in terms of watermarking design. In this paper, we propose a watermarking scheme for DIBR 3D videos with an improved version of DT-CWT magnitude quantization. In order for efficient watermark embedding and extraction on DIBR 3D videos, all frames are grouped. Then, the watermark is embedded repeatedly and periodically so that extraction performance is enhanced. Furthermore, the quantization process is improved to a faster version by checking sum of magnitude and setting a start point of quantization order optimally. The simulation results show that the embedded watermark is stably extracted from center views and virtual views. Moreover, when the watermarked virtual views are distorted or processed by compression, scaling, median filtering and noise addition, the embedded watermark is extracted with low BERs.
Introduction
Three dimensional display system and content have been recently considered as a next generation multimedia environment because it provides new experience to viewers [1] . The conventional method to construct 3D content is to capture each left and right views from two cameras [2] . Although relatively high quality 3D content can be generated by this method, it has difficulty to set two cameras with a same configuration. Moreover, it requires high bandwidth because two streams, left and right views, are transmitted. To replace this conventional system, depth-imagebased rendering (DIBR) has been presented [3] . Because DIBR only requires one center color image and one associated gray-level depth image for generating one pair of left and right virtual, 3D content with DIBR format can be coded more efficiently.
For those DIBR formatted 3D content, copyright issues also must be considered. Digital watermarking has been one of the technical solutions for copyright infringement of 2D content [4, 5] . However, those 2D content based watermarking schemes cannot be directly applied to the DIBR 3D content because DIBR process, which can be seen as a partial translation, has not been considered for the watermarking techniques for 2D content.
In our previous work, a robust watermarking scheme for DIBR 3D images is proposed [6] . Watermarks are embedded and extracted in a dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) domain by the quantization method. It shows robustness against various signal and geometric attacks. For the DIBR 3D video, however, it has several problems to be directly applied. Firstly, the quantization step has a relatively higher time complexity. Because embedding and extraction scheme of a watermarking system mostly utilizes every frame in a video clip, the process time must be reduced. Secondly, the previous method only used spatial information because the target content was images. 3D video watermarking system has to exploit temporal axis information to enhance embedding and extraction efficiency.
In this paper, we propose a DIBR 3D video watermarking scheme with a faster quantization of DT-CWT coefficients. To reduce a quantization time, we calculate start indexing point according to the allowed minimum quantization errors. Furthermore, for selected coefficient pairs, the quantization step is replaced to another quantization method which has constant time complexity. In order to exploit the temporal characteristic of video sequence, information is split to small bits and embedded all video frames periodically so that the extraction efficiency is increased.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, brief information of DIBR process and our previous algorithm are described. In Section 3, proposed DIBR 3D video watermarking algorithm is explained. Experimental results for the proposed scheme is illustrated in Section 4. Lastly, this paper is concluded in Section 5. Figure 2 . Structure of three level DT-CWT coefficients.
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Depth-image-based rendering
One color image and one associated gray-level depth image are rendered to virtual left and right images by DIBR process [3] . As illustrated in Figure 1 , DIBR process consists of three steps. In the pre-processing of depth image stage, sharp edges in a depth image are usually smoothened for more natural and high quality virtual views [7] . Then, virtual left and right views are synthesized from the color and depth images. Every pixel in the color image is mapped to coordinate of the left and right views respectively according to the corresponding depth values by
where x c , x l , and x r are x-coordinates of the pixels in the center view, the virtual left view, and the virtual right view, respectively. t x is a baseline distance, and f is a focal length. Z is a depth value corresponding to the coordinate of the center view pixel. After the 3D warping, newly exposed areas, called 'hole', in the synthesized left and right views are filled with information of neighbor pixels.
Quantization of DT-CWT coefficients
In the previous work, watermarks are embedded and extracted through a quantization process of DT-CWT coefficients [6] . To embed a watermark bit to a sub block of a target image, the sub block image is decomposed by three level of DT-CWT. As shown in Figure 2 , each level of DT-CWT has six sub-bands, H level,direction (direction = 1, 2, ..., 6). Prior to the quantization, each sub-band is paired with the other sub-band which has similar angle of edges. That is, H 
where lv is level and dr is direction, B w and B h are width and height of a target sub block, respectively. For all pairs, magnitude rows of the left side of the pair is quantized when a watermark bit is '0' or magnitude rows of the right side of the pair is quantized when a watermark bit is '1'. For the blind extraction of the watermarks and better imperceptibility of the watermarking scheme, quantization level for jth row of H • Quantization: Quantize both rows from the LSB of first coefficient of the row as shown in Figure 3 .
• Error comparison: At each quantization step, compare errors from the both rows to a parameter errM in. If both quantization errors are greater than errM in at a certain position or the position is at a allowed maximum quantization level maxBit, quantize one of rows to the certain position according to an assigned watermark bit. If not, quantize both rows to the next position.
At the extraction process, same quantization process as embedding process is applied to the rows until one of quantization errors reaches errM in. Then, the system can decide estimated watermark bit by comparison quantization errors from both rows. If the average quantization error difference between two rows are greater than T H1, watermark bit is estimated as '1'. If the average quantization error is smaller than T H2, extracted watermark bit is considered as '0'. After collecting all estimations from all rows, an estimated watermark bit for the target sub block is finally decided.
3 Proposed method for DIBR 3D videos
Watermark embedding and extraction
Main difference between a image and a video is practical use of temporal axis. In order to utilize temporal axis in a video clip for the watermarking system, we first group the input center view of DIBR 3D videos. As shown in Figure 4 , all frames are grouped with m frames and named from 'Group #1' to 'Group #n' periodically. Then watermark bit groups, w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n , are embedded to associated frame groups with the DT-CWT quantization method. By embedding same watermark bit group to several frames periodically, robustness against signal and geometric attack is increased. the extraction is processed with a similar sequence of the embedding process. For every frame, watermark bits are estimated. Then, estimated information is collected for the same group. Using accumulated estimations, watermark bits for a frame group are extracted. After all watermark bits are extracted, bit error rate (BER) between original watermark bit sequence W and estimated watermark bit sequence W = [w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ] is calculated by
where W len is a length of watermark bit sequence.
Faster quantization
For the pair of rows, length of R len , complexity of the quantization for the pair is O(R len · maxBit), where maxBit is a maximum level of quantization for good imperceptibility and watermarking efficiency. When a target content is a video clip, the quantization time must be reduced. In order for faster quantization, we improved two points of previous quantization method as follows:
• Checking sum of magnitude: Prior to the iteration of quantization, sum of magnitudes of each row is calculated. Then, each magnitude sum is compared with errM in as follows
If both sums of magnitude are smaller than errM in, replace values of all magnitudes to zero instead of the quantization process. Thus, the selected row pairs can be quantized in a constant time.
• Setting a start point of the quantization order: For a row pair where at least one of the sums of magnitudes is greater than errM in, we set a start point of the quantization order to a certain location. First of all, index k is calculated by Then, quantization process starts from kth bit of each coefficient. By starting the quantization from the kth bit location, the time is reduced approximately less than half.
Experimental results
This section reports the performance of the proposed method in terms of imperceptibility, calculation time, and robustness against various attacks. As shown in Figure 5 , two DIBR formatted video clips, 'Ballet' and 'Breakdancer' from Microsoft Research 3D Video Datasets [8] , were used for the test. Both video clips have 100 frames and resolution of 1024 × 768. errM in and maxBit were set to 450 and 8, respectively. Threshold T H 1 and T H 2 were set to 0.0982 and -0.0551 so that a false positive error for each frame is approximately 2.96 × 10 −6 when a BER criterion is 0.75. Every five frames was grouped into Group #1, Group #2, ..., and Group #10. All frame groups were repeated two times over 100 frames. Embedded watermark information was 40 bits. That is, 4 bits were embedded into each frame group. Table 1 shows a PSNR result for two the test video clips. When the PSNR is greater than 42dB, it is generally hard to distinguish between original and manipulated contents. All results are over 45 dB so that watermarked video clips have a good visual quality. Table 2 shows average process times of the previous method and proposed method for the quantization algorithm. The process time is measured for every row pairs in the embedding and extraction process. The proposed method reduces the time consuming in the quantization routine significantly.
Imperceptibility test
Quantization time test
Robustness test
For the two test DIBR video pairs, 40-bit watermark was embedded into center view. Then, the center views were rendered to virtual left and right views by the DIBR process. Not only a pair of virtual left and right views but also single virtual left or right views can be illegally distributed, we evaluate robustness both center view and virtual view. Moreover, after the virtual view is illegally distributed, the content can be modified by signal and geometrical distortions. For this reason, robustness tests for median filtering, scaling, and noise addition were also performed in this paper. Table 3 shows the results in BER values. The proposed scheme shows low BERs for most distortions. Other than signal and geometrical distortions, one of the most frequently occurred process on video content is compression with various video formats. Table 4 shows the results of the watermark extraction from compressed video frames which had been watermarked. The proposed scheme shows low BERs when the bit rate is more than 2000 kbps. However, the BERs increased when the bit-rate is lower than 1500 kbps because of severe blocking artifact. Since 1280×720 video clips are generally distributed in 2000 kbps on the Internet, the proposed scheme can be utilized in the Internet environment. Table 3 . Result BERs for watermarked center views, virtual views from watermarked center view and depth video, and distorted watermarked virtual views. 
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Conclusion
In this paper, a blind watermarking scheme for DIBR 3D videos is proposed to protect 3D content from copyright infringement. To utilize a temporal axis of video for a embedding and extraction efficiency, watermark bits are embedded into frame groups periodically and repeatedly. Moreover, a video content contains usually hundreds of frames, embedding and extraction time per image must be reduced. We improve the previous quantization algorithm by optimally seeking a new start point of quantization order and certain pairs that can be quantized in a constant time. Experimental results shows that process time of the quantization is noticeably reduced comparing to the previous quantization algorithm. In addition, watermark bits are successfully embedded with a good fidelity and extracted with low BERs by the proposed scheme. However, the BERs increased when the watermarked video is compressed severely. Future work will be devoted to enhance robustness to the severe compressions.
